EPA’s Wood-Burning
Stove Ban Has Chilling
Consequences For Many
Rural People

By Larry Bell
It seems that even wood isn’t green or
renewable enough anymore. The EPA
has recently banned the production and
sale of 80 percent of America’s current
wood-burning stoves, the oldest heating
method known to mankind and mainstay
of rural homes and many of our nation’s
poorest residents. The agency’s stringent
one-size-fits-all rules apply equally to
heavily air-polluted cities and far cleaner
plus typically colder off-grid wilderness
areas such as large regions of Alaska and
the American West. While EPA’s most
recent regulations aren’t altogether new,
their impacts will nonetheless be severe.
Whereas restrictions had previously
banned wood-burning stoves that didn’t
limit fine airborne particulate emissions to
15 micrograms per cubic meter of air, the
change will impose a maximum 12 microgram limit. To put this amount in context,
EPA estimates that secondhand tobacco
smoke in a closed car can expose a person to 3,000-4,000 micrograms of particulates per cubic meter. Most wood stoves
that warm cabin and home residents from
coast-to-coast can’t meet that standard.
Older stoves that don’t cannot be traded
in for updated types, but instead must be
rendered inoperable, destroyed, or recycled as scrap metal. The impacts of EPA’s
ruling will affect many families. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2011 survey statistics, 2.4 million American housing units (12 percent of all homes) burned
wood as their primary heating fuel, compared with 7 percent that depended upon
fuel oil. Local governments in some
states have gone even further than
EPA, not only banning the sale of noncompliant stoves, but even their use as
fireplaces. As a result, owners face fines
for infractions. Puget Sound, Washington
is one such location. Montréal, Canada
proposes to eliminate all fireplaces within
its city limits. Only weeks after EPA enacted its new stove rules, attorneys general of seven states sued the agency to crack
down on wood-burning water heaters as
well. The lawsuit was filed by Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,
Oregon, Rhode Island and Vermont, all
predominately Democrat states. Claimcontinued on page 4

BY OUTLAWS
Humboldt Given Right BYLAWS
THE STENCH GROWS
to Trinity River Water IN LEWISTON

By Richard Staunton
guess if you can’t dazzle them with brilliance, you have to baffle them with B*ll
Sh!t (or Legalese). Whatever works best.
This writer received a copy of the proposed
new bylaws for the Lewiston Park Mutual
Water Company. Good folks of Lewiston,
this document is not fit to flush! At first
glance it seems that the new bylaws would
give the LPMWC Board of Dictators lots of
power and leave the members with little to
say about how their company is run. Let’s
take a look at what the Board of Dictators
wants. We’ll just hit the highlights, the
most egregious and blatant power grabs,
since the proposed new bylaws are over
forty pages of obfuscating legalese. Director Duntch commented that the language of
the current bylaws was unclear and, regarding the proposed new bylaws, “These aren’t
clear, either.” Article 5.1.5 would allow the
Board to change the location of the LPMWC office and hold members meetings to
ANYWHERE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA! Are they going to hold meetings
at the Fairmount in San Francisco? Perhaps
some nice resort on the beach in La Jolla.
How many members would be able to attend? And who would pay for it? That’s
right: you! Article 5.1.12 would allow the
Board to incur debts but doesn’t allow for
member notification or input. As one member so eloquently stated at the meeting on
January 13th: “We get the impression that
we’re signing a blank check!” Article 5.6
states that a Director does not have to be a
LPMWC member. When asked about this,

I
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he U.S. Interior Department just made public Solicitor Hilary C. Tompkins’ opinion that a 1955 agreement says —
that Humboldt County should get 50,000 acre-feet each year
for 50,000 acre-feet of Trinity River water to settle a 60-yearold water fight. “That was promised when Congress passed
the legislation that built Lewiston Dam near Weaverville and
began the diversion of our wild river to the Central Valley,”
Hank Sims of the Outpost explained. The Hoopa Valley Tribe
lobbied lawmakers to honor the agreement, which was written
into the Trinity River Division Act. In exchange for this concession, Central Valley farmers got Trinity water included in
the Central Valley Project. Congressman Jared Huffman (DSan Rafael) said he welcomed the U.S. Interior Department’s
disclosure of its internal legal opinion that outlines Humboldt
County’s right to water from the Trinity River to protect salmon runs on the lower Klamath River during dry years. The Interior Solicitor’s opinion analyzes and clarifies the authority
Humboldt County bargained for in the 1955 legislation that led
to the damming and diversion of the Trinity River as part of
the Central Valley Project.“Humboldt County’s annual right to
50,000 acre feet of water from Trinity Lake is not a close call
– it was explicitly guaranteed by statute and in a federal contract six decades ago.

County Timber
Subsidy Expires
The U.S. Forest Service has told
governors that timber payments to
rural counties will shrink dramatically this year. Forest Service payments to California counties from
$35.6 million to $8.7 million; Oregon counties drop from $67.9 million to $5.9 million; ; Idaho, from
$28.3 million to $2 million; Washington, from $21.5 million to $2.1
million; and Montana, from $21.3
million to $2 million.Agriculture
Secretary Tom Vilsack said Thursday that the U.S. Forest Service is
sending more than $50 million to
746 timber counties in February,
with Oregon and other Western
states the biggest recipients. That
compares to about $300 million
paid out last fiscal year under the
Secure Rural Schools subsidy program. The Capital Press reports
that USFS Chief Tom
Tidwell sent
Continued on pg 6

continued on pg 4

The Spotted Owl Myth

By William J. Prater
bama took advantage of the Thanksgiving weekend in 2012,
in reckless disregard of
the facts, to give an early
Christmas present to the
radical
environmental
group known as the Center for Biological Diversity hereinafter (CBD).
He set aside and made off
limits (as a payback for
CBD’s political support)
9.6 million more acres of your land across the states of Washington, Oregon, and California and increased the already protected Northern Spotted Owl habitat from an enormous 5.3 million acres to an astronomical
14.9 million acres and has now reportedly grown to a whopping 24.1
million acres. This Black Friday gift to the (CBD) devastated ranchers,
landowners, and rural towns in the northwest caused massive unemployment (over one hundred thousand workers lost their jobs) by the
“threatened” designation affixed to the bird, although it is not really endangered. The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) being a pawn of (CBD),

O

continued on page 4
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Letters to the Editor
IT’S WELL PAST TIME…..
When my folks first moved to Junction City on our five
acre farm we were in heaven, out of San Francisco and
living the dream in the country. Country life wasn’t new
to us as all my earlier life was spent with my Dad chasing
Coon, Cat and Bear all over California and many other
places. Hunting, fishing and trapping was a way of life
carried over from when Dad was on the farm in Indiana
sixty years back and life in the city was just so the family could grow, prosper and come to this place in time.
Shortly after setting up housekeeping, on the farm in the
old ranch house, an event happened that can be related
to events that are transpiring in the world today. Mom
was out setting up the garden and Dad was sitting in the
afternoon sun in a lawn chair. Always aware of his surrounding, as great hunters always are, he noticed at the
far end of the field a Coyote crossing the highway and
zigzagging, almost staggering, its’ way towards my mom.
Always ready for anything my Dad had a 12 gauge just
inside the door for emergencies. The Coyote came ever
closer to Mom who wasn’t paying attention to anything
but her gardening. Getting closer Dad could see the Coyote was under nourished and sick, froth around his mouth
and he yelled at my Mom. The blast from the 12gauge
dropped the Coyote on the spot, the danger adverted.
No negotiations, no trying to rehabilitate this doomed
creature, no third party stepping in and focusing a different light on the plight of the Coyote and how he had
such a hard life and it wasn’t his fault that he was sick
and possibly most likely rabid. Dad was our protector,
Mom was the gardener and able to continue on with
their lives as it should have been.
In the Macro world in the scheme of things, in a much
bigger world then our little farm, There are many sick
Coyotes that are rabid, call them terrorists, both cyber
and real, call them what you wish, and for some strange
reason we Americans, that is our illustrious un-functioning dysfunctional government has decided to negotiate, bow down, kinda kiss butt so to speak, to all the
rabid Coyotes around the world leaving us all at risk
of life and limb. In our Micro world the 12 gauge blast
took care of the threat to the family and life was able
to continue as it was meant to be. There are those that
are so afraid of their shadows that all they can think
of is holding their tongues, doing what they think is
politically correct and give in to the terrorists. England
now has Muslim enclaves that the English police have no
jurisdiction in and Sharia Law is practiced there. Canada
also has problems as well, and you have now seen that
Australia has joined the ranks where radical Islamist have
turned the welcome mat into a prayer rug and wish to
disrupt the peace and security of all Australians and turn
their country into a jihadist terrorist camp. As Americans
we have a very serious choice to make. Do we now all
embrace the ways of Islam and kiss the feet of Allah? Or,
do we, like our forefathers stand tall and scatter the Red
Coats, hunt down everyone that dares attempt to threaten
the American way of life? Our time is now, we must stand
tall or we risk losing everything we ever stood for, every
battle our country has ever fought, all those deaths of all
our soldiers would be for naught. We must now make it
so anyone that dares disparage our country must pay a
price they cannot afford and it seems to me that the time
is to make it so Islam and the terrorist followers will only
be a tiny footnote in history. America was never meant to
live in fear, we go after those that threaten our peace and
security, from the moment we landed on the shores of our
great country we fought for what we have and we have always helped those
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to them, they sound just like Hitler.
Working poor, you have a lot to think about.
Obama went to China and agreed to let them pollute at You could begin by turning your backs on the
their current rate, for another decade, while imposing rich, like the NYPD patriots.
on us more economic hardships by restricting the pro- 		
Arnold Ziffle
duction of energy even more. How stupid.
		
Zenia
The county govt. of Trinity County behaves in much
the same way. It wants to rid the poor of their wood What Would Dr. King do?
heat source because they “pollute”. They also want to First, who are John Rapf, Jim Weddel, and Richdo away with older cars, because they pollute more ard Cole? Then, I would ask, would Dr. King
than newer cars. It is the wealthy who produce the most approve of the dept heads getting a 5% raise and
pollution though. John Travolta flies his 747 all over the rank and file get a 5% reduction in wages?
the world, at a whim, polluting our air at the rate of 17 Would he approve of tax spying on us? Some of
gallons of fuel per minute. Wealthy people take cruises, those who marched with him have missed his
the ships burning 7500 gallons of fuel an hour, which is message, that of economic parity. The county
very toxic and acidic fuel. Wealthy people buy more, here is trying to shut down an economical way
drive and travel more, live in much bigger houses, to heat our homes, wood heat, yet Dr. King
which take far more energy to heat and air condition, would observe the poor here are being singled
most poor people do not have air conditioning. Supervi- out because so called marchers with King are
sors of this county are divisive and mean. They approve concerned about some haze in a valley? These
raises for the department heads, and take from the rank same people drive older cars because they have
and file. The department heads of this county are going to, forced to by the same govt who lives fat
to get a 6-700$ a month raise, in just 20 more days. So off the overburdened private tax payer. Would
on top of their self inflated salary of 10 to 12,000$ a Dr. King approve of the Obama administramonth, they will now get another $600 a month, I guess tion, through the IRS, single out conservative
we could call it a “comfort Raise” , like the poor have groups and not let them enjoy the tax exempt
comfort heat. In the mean time, the lower level rank status that all liberal groups have? Would he
approve of the harassment
tactics used by the IRS,
much as the feds harassed
Dr. King and many others
in his movement? Is there
any difference between the
county officials here and
the feds persecuting those
who have a better way?
Would Dr.King approve
the illegal aliens coming
here, stealing jobs from legal people here who cannot
find work because the illegals work for less? Caesar
Chavez did not want the
illegals here, he knew they
would ruin it for the legal farm worker, and they
have. Obama has violated
and file people get a “discomfort deduction” from their salary
of between $40 - $60 per month. Then, the directors of some the constitution by allowing his illegal
departments go after the poor by using Google to tax spy on us. voting base here, to the tremendous defiThat’s you Tibbits. So when the poor put up a chicken coop or cit of his own peoples economy. I am
other outbuilding to help supplement their income, the county sure Dr. King would not approve of the
attacks them with more economic hardships by raising their non handling of the Meth and Cocaine
property taxes, to provide themselves with their comfort raises. producers, wreaking havoc on our soThose of you who are making less than $3500 a month, know ciety, and environment, but this county
this, you do not live the way the fascist elite do, far from it. And won’t do anything about it, mostly beyou are being falsely accused of polluting, when the truth is the cause they are hand wringing liberals,
dept heads and those making so much more money than you and besides, they have haze in a valley
poor, are in fact the ones wreaking havoc, and environmental from comfort fires and old cars. Emergency! And also, what about this rural
destruction at a much larger scale on our planet.
I would like to have someone run for supervisor who had these gas tax because we drive a little bit?
What about all the people commuting to
planks in their platform. #1, get rid of the California League
of Cities, they are very Nazi like and evil, George Sorros is an work every day in the cities, sitting in
anti Christ for sure. #2, get rid of Tippet and anyone like him, traffic for hours, creating lots more poland eliminate Google from spying on us and hurting our poor. lution than the rural people do, Would he
approve of that stupidity?
# 3, rework the salary scales for all employees, starting with
		
Sal Mineas
dept heads, and bring all people to a living wage. #4, ban all

Supervisors of This County are Divisive

envirolitigants from our county, and start logging and mining
again, so we do not remain a beggar county. #5, write grants
and use other means, like private help, to revise the economy
of the poor, reducing their property taxes, get them efficient
low cost heat for their homes, help them get better cars and
other forms of transportation. Impose an energy tax on the
wealthy polluters, base it on the square footage of their homes
and shops and out building to subsidize helping the poor make
“code violation corrections”. #6, eliminate the building inspector trespassers, who are being used to garnish more money
from people. And finally, #7 revise the retirement benefits,
keeping them to at or below $80,000 a year, no sick time to be
paid, no vacation time be paid when they retire, and no overtime the last 5 years of employment, allowing more people to
have upward mobility. I teach all my students Elizabeth Warren, and Hillary Clinton, are evil, as are all progressives, listen
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“CON” NIXON THREATENS GAZETTE

Jews Not Welcome

I was at the Lewiston Park Mutual Water Company
Board of Director’s Meeting 12-09-14. I spent most of
the meeting standing in the back of the room; listening
and taking notes. During a break (the Board members
left the room to go into closed session) as Connor Nixon walked passed me he waved a finger at me and said
‘you had better watch what you write in that paper’.
I told him that he had the wrong person, but he had
already walked passed me; so I yelled down the hall
after him that “Hey, you have the wrong person”. He
did turn and say ‘oh sorry’.I am guessing he thought I
was the publisher of the Trinity Gazette; which he had
mentioned earlier in the meeting. I would rather keep
my name out because I don’t want to get caught up in
the threatening/ bullying tactics that are going on.
			
Lewiston resident

There are still real Nazis in the world;
and I don’t mean right wing conservative this
or that kind. I mean real Jew hating and eradication kind of people. I had never met a real
Nazi until I moved to Trinity County; and to be
quite honest, I didn’t believe in witches when I
first came here, either. So what are the chances
that I’d run across an individual with both of
these “attributes” while living in a little town

EDITOR’S TWO WORDS IN REPLY TO
CONNOR NIXON: BRING IT.

Democratic Oligarchy
Way back in the 16-1700’s, our ancestors came to
America because The British were tampering with
their Rights, Liberties and Justice, illegal taxation,
foisted upon them, as well as rules about their religion.
So these people endured the hardships and established
their homes, religion and a government that was of, for
and by the people. The Declaration of Independence
found us sovereign with inalienable rights, given to us
by our creator and our forefathers created a Constitution giving us a Bill of Rights with authority to have
a Republican government. Here is the difference between a Republic and a Democracy: In a Democracy
you have 6 people, 5 men and one woman, voting on
a new law that says the woman will provide sexual favors to the five men, and the 5 men vote for the law
and the woman votes against the law. She loses and it
becomes law. This is a Democracy.
In a Republic, this law discriminates against the
woman, denying her sovereignty and inalienable rights
which are God given and cannot be violated. Therefore,
the law is not just and does not even get on the ballot.
Would you support a Republic?
In the twentieth century things changed rapidly. The
last two Presidents of the twenty-first century, George
HW (Scherff) Bush and B. Clinton were awful; now
George W Bush, and especially, Obama have promoted
tyranny instead of Hope; Obama has short-changed us,
criticized us, let many Muslim Sharia law supporters
come to America; criticized Christianity; promoted and
supported drug dealers and Illegals to cross the southern border; he has done so many illegal and treasonous
things and Congress will not impeach him. He is only
½ black, so he does not count as the first Black President. Other Countries see what he is doing to America,
but what has our Congress done? There is only a handful who are True Statesmen. All Congress does is come
and get their pay checks which they do not deserve; and
create laws which remove our Rights, make us Enemies
of the State; prolonging the war in Iraq and promoting
and manipulating dissention. Instead of the republicans
and democrats trying to get along and protect we the
people and do our bidding, they do what they want and
now we have become a Democratic Oligarchy, in both
federal and state governments.
“Oh, World awake, your dusty selves now shake,
Purify and rectify new ways of thought to make.”
				
Nita Still
				
Yreka

of only 1200 people in the Trinity mountains?
(And she’s not alone.) I’ve been a “suspected
Jew” for years now and this has allowed me to
“experience” certain people around town in a
very different light than most of you here will
ever see. (Beware of community organizers!)
These are the people who will surround themselves with “a group,” and then do things “in
the name of the group,” behind the group’s
back. Quite often many in the group are unaware of what “evil” is actually being done in
their names. (example.., bogus lawsuits and
lying lawyers in Weaverville) A number of
people in Lewiston are poorly educated, unaccomplished and quite frankly, just plain stupid; easily led around like sheep. And I don’t
mean this in a Gruber sort of way. But just
take a look at the Lewiston Facebook page and
you’ll see what I mean. Every idiot in town is
posted there. Not just some of them, but ALL
of them! I don’t do Facebook (or any of the
other loser social networks); but people here
tell me things. (Kathy is an obvious liar who
needs to lose some weight; and Miles, well he
should just shut up and stop drinking. These
two clowns destroyed the best pizza place Lewiston ever had and their opinions are totally
worthless here.
As for the vandalism that occurred at
my place over New Years: This is nothing new.
My wife and I have been stalked, harassed and
vandalized for years. That’s why we have cameras and weapons. The vandal was nabbed on
New Years day of course; but the Nazi gang
survives! So why won’t Weaverville give us a
deputy? We want a substation (in town) BEFORE Weaverville gets a new jail! If our new
supervisor cares at all about the people in this
part of his district then he will begin immediately to get us some law enforcement over
here.
P.S. I set a trap for the Nazi bastard who
painted a couple of four-foot swastikas on my
property a few years back, and it now appears
that he may have stepped right into it. He’s a
hopeless alcoholic and a common vandal; just
another (old) anti-Semitic racist- with no self
control. And a total loser who mocks law and
justice from a bar room every day.			
			
Steve Lindsay
			
Lewiston
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State of Jefferson Friends
I started to write this note to one guy ... then, I
thought I would expand it. I am feeling encouraged . . .
Some of you may know that I have been involved with
my local Tea Party - fellow Conservatives, for some
time now. This afternoon I drove 150 miles (round
trip) to Colusa, a little prairie farm town 50 miles
north of Sacramento. I watched Steve Beard make a
35 minute presentation to a “workshop edition”, of the
CITY council ... 20 some citizens, and all of the local
officials. The subject was the proposal of “State of Jefferson - the 51st “. [[[ The 10 to 15 northernmost counties that are considering ‘asking out’ of California ... to
form it’s own state. ]]] Tonight ... all 5 on the council,
and the entire room was ‘spell bound’. ( Even though
I have heard him present . . . this time it was received
differently. ) Maybe, in part, it was because this rural
area has been so “fed-up” with big government !
His delivery was smooth, ... well paced, and very
considerate. Only a few little bits of humor; and the
rest was all business. At the end ... 3 of the 5 had very
good questions that were well fielded. One councilman asked: “Why not consider backing this” ? He then
asked for a resolution to formally place the item on the
agenda, for endorsing the concept. It was also suggested that the proposal be “pitched” to the County Board
of Supervisors, for Colusa County. [ One comment, by
another councilman - raised laughter to the audience,
as he mentioned the Sacramento ‘state of affairs’; but,
our presentation stayed on point ! ( We presently have
6 northern counties that have filed a ‘position paper’ ...
with the California State Legislature.) To some, it may
be like rolling a stone uphill; but, it is an idea that is
certainly gathering momentum. ((( It made me feel immensely proud to have witnessed this event ! )))
Can there be a ‘groundswell’ of interest in the rest of
the area ? If tonight’s presentation is any indicator .
. . I would say that we will soon know . . . after a few
more counties show there support ... and interest. [
Meanwhile . . . another presentation was being made in
another county.] Other states are even showing interest
in the concept.
It has been a Good Day,
Rich
Rally Sally
		
		
The Time Has Come For 51!

Nebraska & Oklamhoma Suing
Colorado over Pot Legalization

I hope the folks in Nebraska and Oklahoma never
disagree with anything the federal government does.
Based on their idiotic lawsuit against Colorado on this
issue they beg to be federal slaves.
And of course they have to parrot the phrase that makes
my head explode every time I hear it; ‘federal law
trumps state law.’ That is absolutely incorrect! The under-informed always omit the qualifier in the supremacy clause, just as they do with the 14th Amendment
regarding citizenship and anchor babies. THE ONLY
THING THAT TRUMPS STATE LAW IS THE CONSTITUTION, BUT IT ALSO TRUMPS FEDERAL
LAW. All “laws” whether local, state or federal “not
made in pursuance thereof”, (reference to the Constitution) is not law at all but “pretended legislation”. This
pretended legislation (Jefferson’s verbiage) comprises
the vast majority of federal “law” on the books!
The sooner the states and the people reacquire their
rightful supremacy as sovereign entities and restore
true federalism the sooner the country will recover
from the cancer it is currently plagued with.
“There is in all a strong disposition to believe that
anything lawful is also legitimate. This belief is so
widespread that many persons have erroneously held
that things are ‘just’ because the law makes them so.”
Send Inquiries and Complaints on Frederic Bastiat, 1850
De Oppresso Liber
County Government Corruption or Mark Potts

Mismanagment to:
Trinity County Grand Jury
P.O.Box 2308 Weaverville, Ca.

“If the freedom of speech is taken
away then dumb and silent we
may be led, like sheep to the
slaughter.” ~ George Washington

The Spotted
Owl Myth
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for the past few years”.
EPA’s Wood-Burning munity
Included are regulations on power
Stove Ban Has Chilling plants, refineries, mining operacement plants, chemical
Continued from pg 1
Consequences For Many tions,
manufacturers,
and a host of other
under the Endangered Species Act
industries. Such consent decreeRural People
(ESA), initially proposed making
Continued from pg 1
based rulemaking enables EPA
off limits 13.9 million more acres of
ing
that
EPA’s
new
regulations
didn’t
go
to argue to Congress: “The court
habitat for the Spotted Owl includfar
enough to decrease particle pollution made us do it.”
ing 1.3 million acres of private land.
levels, the plaintiffs cited agency estimates Directing special attention to
The power to set aside this amount aerial attack with helicopters firethat outdoor wood boilers will produce more these congressional end run
of land we now know for certain was bombing 6,400 acres of pristine old
than 20 percent of wood-burning emissions practices, Louisiana Senator Dabuilt on a lie. Some in the movement growth Spotted Owl nesting forest
by 2017. A related suit was filed by the en- vid Vitter, top Republican on the
have even candidly admitted that in Oregon with a substance similar vironmental group Earth Justice.
if they hadn’t had the Spotted Owl to napalm that resulted in an instant Did EPA require a motivational incentive to Senate Environment and Public
they would have invented something canopy fire. This insane, unlawful tighten its restrictions? Sure, about as much Works Committee, has launched
like it to motivate their radical agen- procedure immediately incinerated as Br’er Rabbit needed to persuade Br’er an investigation. Last year he
da, and they have with your money. with a one hundred percent mor- Fox to throw him into the briar patch. This asked his Louisiana Attorney
General Buddy Caldwell to join
The K Mart Owl
tality rate all the plants and ani- is but another example of EPA and other
The radical environmentalists have mals in the area including but not government agencies working with activ- with AGs of 13 other states who
falsely alleged that Northern Spotted limited to Northern Spotted Owls. ist environmental groups to sue and settle filed a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) seeking all correOwls can only exist in old growth Based on reliable sources the U. S. on claims that afford leverage to enact
forest but that has been proven to be Forest Service pyros will and has im- new regulations which they lack statutory spondence between EPA and a
list of 80 environmental, labor
a myth because they have been found plemented plans beginning in 2015 to authority to otherwise accomplish.
union and public interest orgaliving under bridges and barns and do the same firebombing of the for- “Sue and settle “ practices, sometimes
one owl’s favorite place was a nest in est and animals including Northern referred to as “friendly lawsuits”, are cozy nizations that have been party
to litigation since the start of the
a Kmart sign feeding on the mice in Spotted owls in the Trinity Alps Wil- deals through which far-left radical enObama administration.
the McDonald’s dumpster next door. derness area in Northern California. vironmental groups file lawsuits against
Other concerned and impacted
federal
agencies
wherein
court-ordered
Gun-toting Government Barred A Brief Look at The Root of the
parties have little influence over
Owl Murderers Playing God
Problem—The Current Executive “consent decrees” are issued based upon
a
prearranged
settlement
agreement
they
such court procedures and deciThe Fish and Wildlife Service along Director of the Center for Biocollaboratively craft together in advance
sions. While the environmental
with the radical environmental
logical Diversity.
behind closed doors. Then, rather than al- group is given a seat at the table,
groups have alleged that the Barred The Center for Biological Diversity,
lowing the entire process to play out, the
outsiders who are most impacted
Owl is interfering with the Spota radical environmental group, and agency being sued settles the lawsuit by
ted Owl’s habitat of 24.1 million
their reportedly sixty-five plus attor- agreeing to move forward with the request- are excluded, with no opportuacres and that the Northern Spotneys makes a fortune filing lawsuits ed action both they and the litigants want. nity to object to the settlements.
ted Owl cannot survive with only and petitions to list so-called endan- And who pays for this litigation? All-too- No public notice about the
settlement is released until the
that amount of acreage. With your gered species such as the dung beetle. often we taxpayers are put on the hook
agreement is filed in court…afhard-earned tax payer dollars the
In one day they filed petitions to list for legal fees of both colluding parties.
ter the damage has been done.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have over four hundred different species. According to a 2011 GAO report, this
In a letter to Caldwell, Senadetermined that Barred Owls have The current executive director of amounted to millions of dollars awarded
tor Vitter wrote: “The collusion
no rights and should not even exthe (CBD) is a one-time philoso- to environmental organizations for EPA
ist in the forest. It is reported that phy student named Kiernan Suck- litigations between 1995 and 2010. Three between federal bureaucrats
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
ling who came from the East Coast “Big Green” groups received 41% of this and the organizations entering
implemented a plan and has begun to Silver City, New Mexico, in payback, with Earthjustice accounting for consent agreements under a
shroud of secrecy represents the
to kill up to 8,953 Barred Owls.
1989. He reportedly was a mem- 30 percent ($4,655,425). Two other orThe costs for murdering the birds ber of Earth First. He made a liv- ganizations with histories of lobbying for antithesis of a transparent govwill, of course, run into millions of ing working part time for the U. S. regulations EPA wants while also receiving ernment, and your participation
your taxpayer dollars. Paid for with Forest Service, drawing unemploy- agency funding are the American Lung As- in the FOIA request will help
Louisianans understand the proyour taxpayer dollars, the govern- ment insurance and stealing goods sociation (ALA) and the Sierra Club.
cess by which these settlements
ment is arming crews with decoys, from the local Wal-Mart store. In addition, the Department of Justice
were reached.” Fewer citizens
shotguns, and recorded bird songs True to his name, he has found a forked over at least $43 million of our
would challenge EPA’s regulato lure Barred Owls from their nests much better way of making a living money defending EPA in court between
1998
and
2010.
This
didn’t
include
money
tory determinations were it not
and plans to murder them by the
by sucking up your hard-earned tax
thousands. Gun-toting government dollars and causing economic havoc spent by EPA for their legal costs in con- for its lack of accountability
and transparency in accomplishBarred Owl hunters even have dogs across the nation by the so-called nection with those rip-offs because EPA
doesn’t keep track of their attorney’s time ing through a renegade pattern
to retrieve the dead owls after they “Sue and Settle” lawsuits filed by
on a case-by-case basis.
of actions what they cannot
blast them to bits. In addition to the the group’s sixty-five plus lawyers
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has con- achieve through democratic
government spending millions of
against several different govern- cluded that Sue and Settle rulemaking is
dollars to destroy your private prop- ment agencies who play patty cake responsible for many of EPA’s “most con- legislative processes.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/larryerty rights, the government plans to with the group and stipulate, with- troversial, economically significant regula- bell/2014/01/29/epas-wood-burning-stovespend $200 million more to murder out a judge’s ruling, to judgments tions that have plagued the business com- ban-has-chilling-consequences-for-manythousands of Barred Owls.
in favor of the (CBD) thereby reIt Really Happened
portedly awarding the group over
It is beyond dispute that Government 37 million dollars of your tax dolgun toting hunters in the Northwest lars for attorney’s fees and costs.
were and are blasting the life out The group’s attorney’s fees from
of Barred owls with their shotguns these lawsuits sometimes are an inunder the false pretext that they are credible 600 dollars per hour paid
saving the Northern spotted owl. by hard-earned taxpayer dollars.
However, in another area of the Because of your hard-earned
Northwest the U. S. Forest ser- taxpayer dollars, the (CBD)
vice pyros were burning up North- power is so great that no politiern Spotted owls and their nest- cian dares to oppose them. YET.
ing sites and are planning to
continue this egregious practice.
What doesn’t kill you makes
With your hard-earned tax dollars the
you stronger, except bears,
U.S. Forest Service in September of
bears will kill you.
2011, in reckless disregard of the law
and any sane reasoning, launched an

Mad River Watershed
Worth 1/2 Billion in

Cannabis Revenue

Mendocino Tribe
Plans Marijuana Farm
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Hemp
History

SANTA ROSA, Calif. (AP) — A tribe in
Mendocino County plans to be the first
10,000-year History of
tribe in the state to grow and distribute a
Marijuana Use
large amount of medical marijuana. Santa
Rosa Press Democrat (http://bit.ly/14FRc8P
1809 Antoine Sylvestre de
) reported the announcement by the 250Sacy, a leading Arabist, sugmember Pinoleville Pomo Nation. The
gests a base etymology bedeal authorizes a Colorado-based investor,
tween the words “assassin” and “hashishin” -- subsequent
United Cannabis, and Kansas-based Foxlinguest study disproves his theory.
Barry Farms to grow and distribute products
Scott Bauer, an environmental scientist with the Depart- from thousands of marijuana plants at the 1840 In America, medicinal preparations with a Cannabis
ment of Fish and Game did a comprehensive study of the tribe’s rancheria north of Ukiah. FoxBarry base are available. Hashish is available in Persian pharmacies.
effects of Cannabis cultivation on the Mad River waterpresident Barry Brautman says the operashed and reported results to the Humboldt Bay Municipal tion will sell marijuana only for authorized 1842 Irish physician O’Shaughnessy publishes cannabis
research in English medical journals.
Water District. He identified pollutants as petroleum
medical users and dispensaries, in line
1843 French author Gautier publishes The Hashish Club.
products, fertilizers and pesticides. Fish predominate
with state law. The business will include a
1846 French physician Moreau publishes Hashish and
in the watershed were identified as Coho and Chinook
2.5-acre indoor growing facility, due to be
Mental Illness
salmon, Steelhead and Cutthroat Trout. He used Google
completed in February, the tribe said. Many
maps from 1998 to 2014 to measure changes in the land- expect Californian voters to legalize recre- 1850 Cannabis is added to The U.S. Pharmacopoeia.
1850-1915 Marijuana was widely used throughout United
scape. A majority of the farms were on private property,
ational use of marijuana next year, joining
States as a medicinal drug and could easily be purchased
much on Green Diamond lands.
at least four other states. “The tribes are just
in pharmacies and general stores.
The study found that there were 14,414 outdoor plants
getting out ahead of the game,” Mendocino
1854 Whittier writes the first American work to mention
and 42,512 indoor plants in 438 greenhouses totaling
County Supervisor Dan Hamburg said.
cannabis as an intoxicant.
56,926 plants representing about $500,000,000. (Yes; a
The U.S. Justice Department said last month
1856 British tax “ganja” and “charas” trade in India.
half of Billion Dollars!) It was estimated that 51,233,250 that Indian tribes can grow and sell marigallons were used a day for cultivation in 431 sites total. juana on their lands as long as they follow 1857 American writer Ludlow publishes The Hasheesh
Eater.
There has been a 170% increase of grows in the Mad
the same federal conditions set for states
1858 French poet Baudelaire publishes On the Artificial
River watershed from 2009 to 2014.
that have legalized the drug. Mendocino
Ideal.
There are currently 41 permitted water diversions in the
County officials say the Pomo pot operation
watershed. There has been no comprehensive water qual- will be exempt from most state and all local 1870-1880 First reports of hashish smoking on the Greek
mainland.
ity monitoring due to lack of funds. There was a discusregulations, since it is on tribal land. United
1890 Greek Department of Interior prohibits importance,
sion of “Team” efforts by different affected agencies.
Cannabis and FoxBarry say they plan to
Maybe have the Mad River serve as a “Pilot Project” for launch two more similar operations in Cali- cultivation and use of hashish. Hashish is made illegal
in Turkey. Sir J.R. Reynolds, chief physician to Queen
permitting and monitoring. This is an opportune time to
fornia. They have not disclosed the intended
Victoria, prescribes medical marijuana to her.
consider regulatory compliance in the form of a Humlocations.
1893-1894 The India Hemp Drugs Commission Report is
boldt County Land Use Ordinance to allow a permitting
issued. 70,000 to 80,000 kg per year of hashish is legally
process to do things in order.
imported into India from Central Asia.
AG Eric Holder Ends
1906 In the U.S. the Pure Food and Drug Act is passed,
regulating the labeling of products containing Alcohol,
Incentive for Law
Opiates, Cocaine, and Cannabis, among others.
Enforcement
Early 20th Century Hashish smoking remains very poputo Seize Property
lar throughout the Middle East.
Property Seizures by Local and State
1910 The Mexican Revolution caused an influx of MexiPolice Often Conducted
can immigrants who introduced the habit of recreational
Under Pretext that Property Is
use (instead of it’s generally medicinal use) into American
Connected to Illegal Drugs
society.
1914 The Harrison Act in the U.S. defined use of MariTHE DAILY CHRONIC
juana (among other drugs) as a crime.
1916 United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
WASHINGTON, DC — Today, Atchief scientists Jason L. Merrill and Lyster H. Dewey cretorney General Eric Holder issued an
order establishing a new policy prohib- and requests that a federal agency take the seized asset and for- ated paper made from hemp pulp, which they concluded
was “favorable in comparison with those used with pulp
iting federal agencies from accepting feit it under federal law.
civil asset forfeiture assets seized by For years, advocates have criticized the Department of Justice wood” in USDA Bulletin No. 404. From the book “The
state and local law enforcement agen- practice of accepting and processing seized assets such as cash, Emperor Wears No Clothes” by Jack Herer the USDA
cies unless the owner is convicted of a cars and other property from state and local law enforcement Bulletin N. 404 reported that one acre of hemp, in annual
crime. The U.S. Treasury Department, agencies through its Equitable Sharing Program, which retains rotation over a 20-year period, would produce as much
which has its own forfeiture program, 20 percent of the proceeds from the seizure received from a pulp for paper as 4.1 acres (17,000 m2) of trees being cut
is issuing a similar policy. The Depart- state or local law enforcement agency and returns 80 percent down over the same 20-year period. This process would
ment of Justice becomes involved after of the proceeds to the state or local law enforcement agency use only 1/7 to 1/4 as much polluting sulfur-based acid
a state or local law enforcement agency that initiated the seizure. The practice has enabled some state chemicals to break down the glue-like lignin that binds
seizes property pursuant to state law and local law enforcement to bypass state laws that prohibit the fibers of the pulp, or even none at all using soda ash.
police
departments The problem of dioxin contamination of rivers is avoided
from keeping the pro- in the hemp paper making process, which does not need
ceeds from civil asset to use chlorine bleach (as the wood pulp paper making
forfeiture or impose a process requires) but instead safely substitutes hydrogen
stricter legal standard peroxide in the bleaching process. ... If the new (1916)
for seizing property.
hemp pulp paper process were legal today, it would
The Washington Post soon replace about 70% of all wood pulp paper, includhas recently docu- ing computer printout paper, corrugated boxes and paper
mented
widespread bags. However, mass production of cheap news print from
abuse of this practice, hemp had not developed in any country, and hemp was a
usually as part of car- relatively easy target because factories already had made
rying out the war on large investments in equipment to handle cotton, wool,
drugs. Bipartisan sup- and linen, but there were relatively small investments in
port for civil asset for- hemp production.
feiture reform is growing in Congress. Last week, key congressional leaders including Sens. Charles E.
Grassley (R-IA) and Mike Lee (R-UT), signed a letter calling on Holder to end the
Equitable Sharing program that was the subject of the policy change today. Sen.
Grassley, who chairs the Senate Judiciary Committee, which has oversight over the
Equitable Sharing Program, has named civil asset forfeiture as one of his top legislative priorities for this year.In 2014, Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) introduced legislation
Courtesy of netrightdaily.com
to reform asset forfeiture and is expected to reintroduce it.
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BYLAWS BY OUTLAWS
dose of other used medications.
enough of you scream loud enough and
THE STENCH GROWS long enough that you can’t be ignored. Study: Painkiller
“We think that people with chronOverdose
Deaths
ic pain may be choosing to treat
Sheriff’s department? Fugetaboutit! It
IN LEWISTON
their pain with cannabis rather
appears that you’re on your own.
continued from page 1
Decrease
the Board responded that it may be diffi- Will you roll over and let the Board of
than with prescription painkillers,
cult to find members willing to serve and Dictators and their minions run rough- Dramatically In
in states where this is legal,” said
that an outsider might be more objective. shod over your community or will you 420-Friendly States lead author Dr. Marcus BachhuWould you trust some Board appointed

ber, a researcher with the Center
step up, take control of your company
out-of-towner you’ve never met with and reject the proposed bylaws on Janu- According to a report this year for Health Equity Research and
your credit card? Not me. Article 5.7 ary 30th? The Board of Directors are from the esteemed Journal of Promotion at the Philadelphia
allows the Board to appoint a replace- YOUR EMPLOYEES. THEY ARE the American Medical Associa- Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
ment director without member input. NOT YOUR BOSSES. THEY ARE tion (JAMA), fatal overdoses The impact of this study, particuArticle 6.1 would allow the Board to ap- NOT YOUR DICTATORS. THEY caused by prescription pain- larly for veterans as a result, might
point any additional “officers” as they ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES!
killers dropped dramatically in be significant in the next few years
deem necessary without member input. If they are not running your company states where cannabis is legal for as some kind of federal reform
The opportunity for nepotism and abuse they way you want, FIRE THEM!
medical and recreational use.
becomes a more reachable goal.
is obvious. Article 8.8 would require
Access to medical cannabis, ac- Such far reaching conclusions by
that the members pay any outstanding P.S. The next time YOU-KNOW-WHO cording to the study, is respon- respected medical researchers are
debt incurred if LPMWC went out of decides to vandalize someone’s proper- sible for an overall 25% drop also likely to play into policy decibusiness. With little or no member over- ty and violate their constitutional rights in fatalities associated with pre- sions particularly over local bans
sight, the directors and employees could it would be a good idea not to go back scription drugs taken for chronic and higher taxes in many states.
run up massive debts and then skip town, to the bar (the local bar, not the State pain. The study also expects With that said, research like the
leaving the members holding the bag. Bar) and brag about it to your drinking such fatalities to continue to analysis in the JAMA study only
Article 9.4.3 would allow LPMWC to buddies!
drop as cannabis reform across adds to the debate about the necessuspend service to any parcel that is deNote From Editor: If you want to help the country allows more people sity of access for medical patients
linquent in payments and ANY OTHER
the people of Lewiston, consider call- to legally access the drug for to not only relieve their pain, but
PARCELS OWNED OR LEASED BY
medical purposes.
to shine light on the advantages,
ing District Attorney Eric Heryford
THE DELINQUENT MEMBER EVEN
Study
authors
in
fact
believe
that
both personally and societally,
and ask for an investigation. Phone:
IF THE OTHER PARCELS ARE NOT
people
who
have
chronic
pain
of continuing to supply access to
530.623.1304 ~ FAX: 530.623.8346.
DELINQUENT! And the list goes on,
tend to rely on medical canna- medicinal cannabis.
cha cha cha.
bis when they have this option, This piece first appeared in Culture Magazine.
And to prove just how magnanimous they
which also dramatically reduces
are, the Board of Dictators gave all the continued from pg 1
the risk of addiction and overmembers a generous FIFTEEN DAYS to letters to governors detailing how their payments would be cut.
review this steaming pile of legal sew- Since 1908, the Forest Service has paid a quarter of its logging revenues to counties to be used for roads and
age and submit their comments. All you schools. That law was enacted to win support for the newly created national forest system. When logging was
had to do was log onto to the LPMWC cut by 90 percent on federal forests in the Northwest to protect the spotted owl and salmon, Congress started
web site and read the document. Or you approving the subsidies. As logging cutbacks spread around the country to protect fish, wildlife and clean wacould go to the LPMWC office during ter, Sen. Ron Wyden, R-Ore., sponsored the Secure Rural Schools bill, which expanded the subsidies. They
business hours. Copies were also posted include payments to counties in western Oregon with U.S. Bureau of Land Management timberlands, which
at one or two other sites around town are at a higher rate, and used largely for sheriff’s patrols and jails. The president’s budget included a five-year
for your viewing pleasure. It’s kind of renewal of the program, but it died in the last days of Congress. Wyden could not get it attached to a must-pass
like Obamacare: “you’ll have to pass it appropriation in the Senate. The House attached a one-year extension to a bill ramping up logging on national
to find out what’s in it!” Good folks of forests, but that bill had no traction in the Senate and a veto threat from the White House. The subsidy issue
Lewiston, don’t be fooled! You are go- is expected to come up again this year.
ing to be legally bound by this document Expiration of Secure Rural Schools also dries up money for search and rescue operations and conservation
for decades to come. Do you think that projects on national forests. In Oregon, some cash-strapped counties got permission to use road funds
two weeks and a day was enough time for law enforcement. Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore., has said he has a commitment from House speaker John
to read and thoroughly understand what Boehner to try to renew Secure Rural Schools for one year sometime in the first quarter of this year.
you’re being asked to agree to? Did the Republicans also are expected to try again to boost logging on national forests.
Board provide adequate resources to address your concerns and answer your
questions? Remember, these are the By Yvonne Storkey
same people that brought you Wayne
Carlson, the pot growing, shotgun waiv- I felt a little outrageous writing my last point of view, ‘What makes a nation great?’ As a British expat in America, isn’t it rude
ing self described “Water Nazi”. How to look as if you are criticising your host country? But that means straying into the realm of political correctness: Is the emmuch of LPMWC’s money will he spend peror wearing no clothes, or is he merely wearing an elegant, invisible, designer tuxedo?
on this year’s pot grow? And don’t for- In actual fact being British puts me in a better position to judge, since Britain has had its heyday of being ‘great’. America
get Tyler Horton. He’s the guy that reads should know - it decided it did not want to be part of Britain’s greatness, and celebrates that every July 4th! Once the British
your meters. He’s also the guy caught Empire stretched from Africa, India and beyond, but that was all long ago. Now is the time for individual countries’ indepenon video smoking (dope? pot? crack? dence, and America would do well to remember it. Britain tried to keep America, and was told in no uncertain terms that No
meth?) behind the shed at the sewer Taxation Without Representation was just the tip of the iceberg. Britain tried to keep India, and Ghandi in a magnificent and
unparalleled show of resistance by non-violence, demonstrated that the time has gone when one country can interfere with
plant.
another country’s freedoms without objection and repercussions. America would do well to remember world history lessons.
What happens now is up to you, members
But I left out a very personal knowledge of the nation of America’s greatness. I am a living antithesis of the legend of coming
of the Lewiston Park Mutual Water Com- to America and making your fortune. That was the case in the early pioneer days: people flocked from poverty in Europe, in
pany. Don’t expect State grant money. the hope of making their fortune in America, starting again. I brought my family and fortune to America, and pretty much
An audit of the company books would lost them both. My family is equine and canine not human, but it made the loss no less devastating.
reveal that company funds were used But what I found was compassion, acceptance, generosity, all combining into a kind of Unconditional Love story. Neighbors
by the employees for personal (possibly stepped forward, gave myself and my animals (while I still had them) temporary accomodations, as necessary. After I’d lost the
illegal) purposes. The State frowns on horses in a painful fire sale, a lady involved in animal rescue saved me from having to rehome all the dogs too, against all odds,
people stealing their (your) money. Ex- involving extreme measures, and at considerable cost and personal inconvenience to herself. Another gentleman gave me the
pect little, if any, help from your District use of his holiday home, even though he did not particularly like dogs, out of sheer generosity and compassion.
1 supervisor, Keith Groves. He seems to So I would like to make an addendum to What Makes a Nation Great. It is people like my neighbors and friends, who housed
be real chummy with your Board of Dic- me and lent me money at zero interest rate, with no idea of when they would be repaid. It is people like the former total
tators. Neither should you expect much stranger, now my dear Animal Rescue friend, who go far beyond the extra mile, just to help a human and her animals in need,
help from the State Water Board. Their who want to stay together. It is people like my current host, who could do with the rental income, but lets me live rent-free, out
of generosity and sheer humanity.
interest in your little neck of the woods
What makes a nation great is people speaking their truths, and living their dreams, in community and tolerance. I believe that
is waning. How about the District At- when examples of human compassion such as my own experiences become the rule rather than the exception, when we can
torney? You’ll only get his attention if deserve the term ‘humane’ rather than being glorified accountants and profiteers, then we can call our nation Great.

County Timber
Subsidy Expires

One Woman’s Point of View: What Makes A Nation Great?

Colorado Sells $34 Million
Of Cannabis: $3.4 Million
Goes To Schools, Crime
Down 15%

In 2012, Colorado and Washington state
legalized the recreational use of marijuana,
much to the dismay of anti-pot advocates.
They frequently alleged that it would make
it easier for children to acquire, that more
people would use it, that there would be more
people driving while high, and that it would
be an all around bad deal for these states.
In Colorado, it’s safe to say that the doomsayers were 100% wrong. Sales of recreational
marijuana continue to rise with more than
$34 million worth sold in August alone. That
means that the state raised $3.4 million for
building and maintaining schools in the state.
At the rate the state is going, some $30 million will be brought in from pot taxes alone.
That’s some serious dough!
Even better, crime has suddenly and sharply
dropped in the state, providing evidence that
clearly counters the idea that crime would rise
with the plant’s legalization. Overall crime
has dropped by 15%, and murder is down by
nearly half. The government is planning to allocate some of the state tax money from pot to
improving infrastructure and employing more
people, even now as the unemployment rate
continues to drop.
Right now, there are 100 legal dispensaries
in Colorado. Could they really be doing any
more harm than the numerous bars? At the
end of the day, you have to acknowledge:
legal weed has not been harmful to Colorado,
but rather, it looks like things in the Centennial State will only improve.

The Game Is Rigged: Why
Americans Keep Losing to the
Police State
By John Whitehead

“The truth is that the State is a conspiracy designed not
only to exploit, but above all to corrupt its citizens.”—
Leo Tolstoy
My 7-year-old granddaughter has suddenly developed a
keen interest in card games: Go Fish, Crazy Eights, Old
Maid, Blackjack, and War. We’ve fallen into a set pattern
now: every time we play, she deals the cards, and I pretend not to see her stacking the deck in her favor. And of
course, I always lose.
I don’t mind losing to my granddaughter at Old Maid,
knowing full well the game is rigged. For now, it’s fun
and games, and she’s winning. Where the rub comes in
is knowing that, someday, she’ll be old enough to realize
that being a citizen in the American police state is much
like playing against a stacked deck: you’re always going
to lose.
The game is rigged, and “we the people” keep getting
dealt the same losing hand. Even so, we stay in the
game, against all odds, trusting that our luck will change.
The problem, of course, is that luck will not save us.
The people dealing the cards—the politicians, the
corporations, the judges, the prosecutors, the police, the
bureaucrats, the military, the media, etc.—have only
one prevailing concern, and that is to maintain their
power and control over the country and us.
It really doesn’t matter what you call them—the 1%,
the elite, the controllers, the masterminds, the shadow
government, the police state, the surveillance state, the
military industrial complex—so long as you understand
that while they are dealing the cards, the deck will
always be stacked in their favor.
Incredibly, no matter how many times we see this played
out, Americans continue to naively buy into the idea that
it’s our politics that divide us as a nation. As if there
were really a difference between the Democrats and Republicans. As if the policies of George W. Bush were any
different from those of Barack Obama. As if we weren’t a
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of wolves.
We’re in trouble, folks, and changing the dealer won’t save us: it’s
time to get out of the game.
We have relinquished control of our government to overlords who
care nothing for our rights, our dignity or our humanity, and now
we’re saddled with an authoritarian regime that is deaf to our cries,
dumb to our troubles, blind to our needs, and accountable to no one.
Even revelations of wrongdoing amount to little in the way of
changes for the better.
For instance, after six years of investigation, 6,000 written pages and
$40 million to write a report that will not be released to the public
in its entirety, the U.S. Senate has finally concluded that the CIA lied
lockdowns. The horror stories abound of 4- and 6-year-olds being
about its torture tactics, failed to acquire any life-saving intelligence, handcuffed, shackled. and dragged, kicking and screaming, to police
and was more brutal and extensive than previously admitted. This
headquarters for daring to act like children while at school.
is no revelation. It’s a costly sleight of hand intended to distract us
As for grand juries, which were intended to serve as a check on the
from the fact that nothing has changed. We’re still a military empire powers of the police and prosecutors, they have gone from being
waging endless wars against shadowy enemies, all the while fatten- the citizen’s shield against injustice to a weapon in the hands of
ing the wallets of the defense contractors for whom war is money.
government agents. A far cry from a people’s court, today’s grand
Same goes for the government’s surveillance programs. More than a jury system is so blatantly rigged in favor of the government as to
year after Edward Snowden’s revelations dominated news headlines, be laughable. Unless, that is, you happen to be one of the growing
the government’s domestic surveillance programs are just as invasive numbers of Americans betrayed and/or victimized by their own
as ever. In fact, while the nation was distracted by the hubbub over
government, in which case, you’ll find nothing amusing about the way
the long-awaited release of the Senate’s CIA torture, the Foreign
in which grand juries are used to terrorize the populace all the while
Intelligence Surveillance Court quietly reauthorized the National
covering up police misconduct.
Security Agency’s surveillance of phone records. This was in response Unfortunately, as I make clear in my book A Government of Wolves:
to the Obama administration’s request to keep the program alive.
The Emerging American Police State, we’re long past the point of
Police misconduct and brutality have been dominating the news
simple fixes. The system has grown too large, too corrupt, and too
headlines for months now, but don’t expect any change for the better. unaccountable. If there’s to be any hope for tomorrow, it has to start
In fact, with Obama’s blessing, police departments continue to make at the local level, where Americans still have a chance to make their
themselves battle ready with weapons and gear created for the
voices heard. Stop buying into the schemes of the elite, stop being
military. Police shootings of unarmed citizens continue with alarming distracted by their sleight-of-hands, stop being manipulated into
regularity. And grand juries, little more than puppets controlled by
believing that an election will change anything, and stop playing a
state prosecutors, continue to legitimize the police state by absolving rigged game where you’ll always be the loser.
police of any wrongdoing.
It’s time to change the rules of the game. For that matter, it’s time to
These grand juries embody everything that’s wrong with America
change the game.
today. In an age of secret meetings, secret surveillance, secret laws,
secret tribunals and secret courts, the grand jury—which meets
2nd Amendment Right Is
secretly, hears secret testimony, and is exposed to only what a prosHindered
ecutor deems appropriate—has become yet another bureaucratic
appendage to a government utterly lacking in transparency, accountTench Coxe, a prominent American political econoability and adherence to the rule of law.
mist of the day (1755–1824) who attended the earlier
It’s a sorry lesson in how a well-intentioned law or program can be
constitutional convention in Annapolis, explained (in
perverted, corrupted and used to advance illegitimate purposes. The the Pennsylvania Federal Gazette on June 18, 1789) the
war on terror, the war on drugs, asset forfeiture schemes, road safety founders’ definition of who the militia was intended to
schemes, school zero tolerance policies, eminent domain, private
be and their inherent distrust of standing armies under
prisons: all of these programs started out as legitimate responses
the direct control of ‘civil rulers’ when he wrote:
to pressing concerns. However, once you add money and power into
The militia of these free commonwealths, entitled and
accustomed to their arms, when compared with any
the mix, even the most benevolent plans can be put to malevolent
possible army, must be tremendous and irresistible. Who
purposes.
In this way, the war on terror has become a convenient ruse to justify are the militia? Are they not ourselves? Is it feared, then,
surveillance of all Americans, to create a suspect society, to expand that we shall turn our arms each man against his own
the military empire, and to allow the president to expand the powers bosom. Congress have no power to disarm the militia.
Their swords, and every other terrible implement of the
of the Executive Branch to imperial heights.
soldier, are the birth-right of an American ...the unlimUnder cover of the war on drugs, the nation’s police forces have been ited power of the sword is not in the hands of either the
transformed into extensions of the military, with SWAT team raids
federal or state governments, but, where I trust in God it
carried out on unsuspecting homeowners for the slightest charge, and will ever remain, in the hands of the people.
police officers given carte blanche authority to shoot first and ask
The militia, who are in fact the effective part of the
questions later.
people at large, will render many troops quite unnecessary. They will form a powerful check upon the regular
Asset forfeiture schemes, engineered as a way to strip organized
crime syndicates of their ill-gotten wealth, have, in the hands of law troops, and will generally be sufficient to over-awe
enforcement agencies, become corrupt systems aimed at fleecing the them.
Whereas civil rulers, not having their duty to the people
citizenry while padding the pockets of the police.
Eminent domain, intended by the founders as a means to build roads duly before them, may attempt to tyrannize, and as military forces, which must be occasionally raised to defend
and hospitals for the benefit of the general public, has become a
our country, might pervert their power to the injury of
handy loophole by which local governments can evict homeowners to their fellow citizens, the people are confirmed by the
make way for costly developments and shopping centers.
article in their right to keep and bear their private arms.
Private prisons, touted as an economically savvy solution to cash“A well regulated Militia being necessary to the security
strapped states with overcrowded prisons have turned into profit- and of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
quota-driven detention centers that jail Americans guilty of little
arms shall not be infringed.”
more than living off the grid, growing vegetable gardens in the front NOAH WEBSTER, 1828 EDITION:
Infringe; to hinder
yards, or holding Bible studies in their back yards.
Hinder; 1. To stop; to interrupt; to obstruct; to imTraffic safety schemes such as automated red light and speed
pede or prevent from moving forward by any means.
cameras, ostensibly aimed at making the nation’s roads safer, have
been shown to be thinly disguised road taxes, levying hefty fines on *** It is applicable to any subject; physical, moral or
intellectual.
drivers, most of whom would never have been pulled over, let alone
2. To retard; to check in progression or motion; to obticketed, by an actual police officer.
struct for a time, or to render slow in motion.
School zero tolerance policies, a response to a handful of school
shootings, have become exercises in folly, turning the schools into
“No free man shall ever be debarred the use of
quasi-prisons, complete with armed police, metal detectors and
arms.” ~ Thomas Jefferson
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RESIDENTS OF LEWISTON, UNITE!
“Know your rights to clean water.”
Please join us at the LEWISTON HOTEL on February 7 at 11 A.M. and meet
Litigation Attorney
HOWARD L. CHURCHILL.
This is an effort to unite our community
and improve water quality and service.
The Board of Directors and staff of the Lewiston Park Mutual Water Company
appear to be engaged in a process of mismanagement of facilities and funds,
including public grant money. They deny us our right to clean water and safe
sewer services. All residents of the ‘Sub Division’ are particularly encouraged to
attend. We will be discussing the preparation of a law suit as well as other
options to solve the problems and identify the culprits.
Mr. Churchill will be available to answer
any questions you might have.
All residents of Lewiston
and anyone downstream
is invited and encouraged to attend.
HOWARD L. CHURCHILL, Attorney at Law
1300 West St Ste E
Redding, CA 96001
Office: 530-338-2880

~Nemo me impune lacessit~
“No one can harm me unpunished”

CANNABIS STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS

CONTACT TO ATTEND & TO HAVE A VOICE IN THE future
legalization & regULATION of cannabis and
how it aFfects you, YOUR PROPERTY
& YOUR
COMMUNITY

call for
details
650-296-2169
NEW COUNTY
REGULATIONS
PROPOSED
cALIFORNIA
cannabis voice
TRINITY

